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Surface Dribbling – Avoiding Others 

 
 

 
Instructions: Each player has a ball and will be dribbling around the entire field. 
The coach will call out different surfaces of the foot: Sole, In-Step, Laces, Outside 
of the Foot. Players will switch to that surface and continue to dribble using only 
that surface. If players bump into another teammate, they both must do toe-taps 
or in-betweens. Coaches can also try and purposefully get in the way of players 
to challenge them. 

 
Coaching Points: Encourage your players to dribble with their head up. This can 
be a difficult thing to learn, so tell them to slowly look a little bit further ahead of 
themselves. 
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        Freeze Tag  

 
Set up: Same set-up as before 

 

Instructions: All players will have a ball and will dribble around their entire field. 
Coaches are trying to either tag players or steal their soccer ball to freeze them. 
Players are unfrozen when a teammate passes their ball and hits the frozen 
players ball. To make this more challenging, players must verbally call for help 
from a teammate to pass the ball at them. If coaches freeze all the players, they 
win. Each play lasts for 1min. 

 
Coaching Points: Encourage players to talk and communicate. This is one of the 
most important aspects of soccer. Positive communication is one of the most 
important factors to teamwork. 
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             Field of DOOM! 
 

 
Set up: Similar set-up 

 

Instructions: Select 2 players to be Defenders. All other players have a ball at 
their feet. Players with a ball try and dribble into as many boxes as possible 
without losing their ball to a Defender. Defenders are trying to steal any ball they 
can. Once a Defender steals the ball, they start trying to score and the Dribbler 
tries to find another ball to steal back. Boxes are safe spaces and Defenders 
cannot steal the ball inside them. 

 
 
Can you find this unicorn? There's a $5 Dunkin Gift card if 
you can! Be the first to show Coach Ryan to win each 
Saturday! FYI he’s hidden in this document! 
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